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An Intertemporal Disequilibrium Approaeh 

Abstraet 

The objective of the present paper is to develop an intertemporal 

disequilibrium model of a monetary eeonomy to explain the effeets· of fiscal 

policy on the eurrent aceount. We wish to emphasize the role of aggregate 

demand-determined output fluctuations arra flexible exehange rates within a 

lllierotheoretic optimizing framework. Furthe.rmore, t.he differing effects of 

monetary versus non-monetary (i.e. t.ax or bond) finance of government 

expenditures are considered. 
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l. Introduction 

It is widely believed that fiscal defieits have a negative impaet on the 

eurrent aeeount of the balance of payments. !he IMF, for example, typieally 

requires that countries faeing balance of payments problems reduce their 

fiscal defieits as part of eomprehensive stabilization programs. !he 

presumption that redueing fiscal defieits should reduce current aceount 

defieies is found not only in policy discussions involving debt-ridden LDCs 

but also in the context of industrialized nations. 

'Ihe eurrent policy debate within the lÍnited States eoncerns the impacts 

of substantial increases in government expenditure (due to increases in 

defense spending which more than offset reductions in non-defense outlays, a~l 

as percentages of GNP) coupled with reductions in government revenues (due to 

the Reagan tax euts). Aceording to the 1984 Eeonomic Report of the President 

(p. 39), the resulting reeord-high fiscal defieits have had a pronounced 

afreet on real interest rates, the real exehange rate, and the current 

aecount. !he Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago International Letter (No. 523, 

April 6, 1984) notes: 

.o.government offieials and eoneerned observers have been pressing for 
measures that would reduce the [eurrent aeeount) defieit by addressing 
some of its root causes. A reduction in the federal budget defieit -
widely believed to be the main cause of the high U.S.interest rates, 
whieh in turn are the main reason for the relatively high value of the 
UoS. do llar and thus high imports, and low exports -- is believed by 
manyte be a measure that would ultimately lead to a reduetion in this 
eeuntry's increasingly problematic current aeeount deficit. 

Standard medels provide a straightferward explanatien of the fiscal 

policy eurren~ aeeount linkage. (See e.g. Bransen and Buiter, 1983 and Penati 

1983). Fiscal stimulus increases natienal income and causes a strengthening 

ef the domestie curren¿y in the fereign exchange market. Both ef these 



effects contribute to an increase in the demand for import goods; hence, the 

trade balance deteriorates. Other analyses focus on the accounting identity 

that the current account equals the difference between national saving and 

national investment. Noting that fiscal deficits are public-sector dissaving, 

it is again claimed that increased fiscal deficits will show up--some claim 

dollar-for-dollar--in the form of increased current account deficits-l! 

In spite of the apparently uncontroversial nature of the above pre

dictions, there is surprisingly little empirical evidence on the relationship 

between fiscal policy and the curren~ account.1! Furthermore, the analytical 

models that underlay this prediction have come under attack. 

Recent intertemporal models of the current account (see, e.g. Obstfeld 

(1980), Helpman(1981), Sachs (1982), Dornbusch (1983), Svensson and Razin 

(1983» emphasize that both saving and investment, and hence the current 

account (because of the above-mentioned accounting identity), are determined 

fundamentally by intertempora1 considerations. In keeping with the view that 

macroeconomic analyses ought to be based on the optimizing behavior by 

individual agents, these theories develop simple intertemporal Walrasian 

equilibrium models to explain current account patterns. Not surprisingly, the 

implications of these models often differ from those based on the ad hoc 

atemporal models used in open-economy macroeconomics~· Tbe recent work of 

Frenkel and Razin (1984) is the first to address the question of how fiscal 

deficits affect the current account in a (two-country) intertemporal 

equilibrium módel with full employment. Tbeir models, it should be noted, are 

barter models and hence are incapable of discussing money-financed fiscal 

deficits. 
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Although the wage-price flexibility or full employment assumption in the 

intertemporal Walrasian equilibrium models is a reasonable characterization of 

the long run, it appears to be empirically unrealistic as a description of the 

short run where the existence of unemplo]~ent is an undeniable fact. Within 

the intertemporal fr2=ework, therefore, non-Walrasian equilibrium models of 

the apen econan:r lHve been developed, for example, by Perssan (1982), Perss'an~ 

Svensson(1983), van Wijnbergen (1984) and Cuddington-Viñals (1984). Perssan 

(1982) focuses on the classical unemplo)~ent case and analyzes the efÍects of 

maney-financed government spending and payroll tax changes on employment and 

welfare. 1:Iis model, like ours, exploits the Clower cash-in-adva;;.ce specifi

cation of money demand in an open economy which ls developed in the seminal 

contribution oí Helpman (1981»). Persson-Svensson(1983) extend the analysis 

oi' €::--pec ta tions of future quanti ty cona traints (c. f. Neary-Stiglitz (1983» to 

an open economy with Key-nesian unemployment. Van Wijnbergen (1984) has 

analyzed the effects ef fiscal poliey en the eurrent aeeount in an inter-

temporal disequilibrium framework fer both the classical and Keynesian 

unemplOTment cases. His analysis focuses on the real side of the economy and 

abstracts completely from manetary considerations. 

!be present paper and Cuddington-Viñals(1984) employ an intertemporal 

disequilibri\.lIll ruodel of a monetary economy using the cash-in-advance 

specification cE money der:1and to analyze ecenomies suffering frem Keynesian 

and classical unempleyment respectively. In this context, the effects of 

temporaD' as well as permanent changes in government spending on the current 

acceunt are discussed taking into consideration the differing effects ef tax 

finanee verses monetization of fiscal deficits. The presence af domestic and 

fcreign monies in the medel makes it possible to consider either a flexible or 

fixed exchange rate system; this cannot, af course, be done in barter models. 
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Tbe present paper considers an economy with wage-price stickiness that 

give rise to Keynesian unemployment in the short runo In the long run, 

however, wages and prices adjust to their Walrasian equilibrium levels; 

rational economic agents are aware of this and act accordingly. Tbe 

assumption of short-run Keynesian unemployment appears to fit the facts of a 

number of industrial countries including the United States reasonably well. 

Short-run fluctuations in output and the current account appear to have been 
• 

demand determined, at least during some historic episodes, and the cyclical 

component of the current account, in particular the effect of income on import 

demand, is readily observable. (It is, of course, also the focal point of the 

traditional macro models of the balance of payments and a key ingredient in 

large scale, macroeconometric models.) 

Tbe paper proceeds as follows. Section 11 lays out the analytical 

framework, focussing on the optimizing behavior of· households and fir.ns, while 

Section 111 describes the market equilibrium of the modelo Section IV 

considers the effects of temporary, expected future, and permanent increases 

in government spending on the current account. Section V con~ludes by 

comparing our results with those of ~ hoc rational expectations models and 

the intertemporal equilibrium models. Three appendices take up some of the 

technical details of our analysis. 

2. Tbe Model 

This paper considers a two-sector economy producing tradeables and 

nontradeables in each of two periods (t = 1, 2) . The country is assumed to be 

small in the world market, implying that tradeables can be bought or sold 

freely at the fixed foreign-currency price~ Adopting the arbitrary 

normalization that this price equals un1ty, the domestic-currency price at 
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time t can be taken as equal to the exchange rate e t 

the country maintains a flexible exchange rate regime. 

It is assumed that 

In the "short run" represented by period 1, the price of nontradeables 

Pnl and the domes tic wage rate are fixed. We focus on the case where the 

resulting disequilibrium is characterized by Keynesian unemployment, i.e., 

unemployment whose proximate cause is deficiency of domes tic demand for 

nontradables (given the prevailing constelation of wages and prices)~ 

Although wages and the price of nontradables are fixed in the short run, 

they adjust to their Walrasian equilibrium levels in the "long run" repre-

sented by period Z. Furthermore, all economic agents have perfect foresight 

regarding future prices PnZ and eZwhen they make their decisions in period l. 

Financial considerations are of central importance in our modelo Both 

the government and the private sector are assumed to be able to borrow or lend 

f * in a well-integrated world market at interest rate it when denom1nated in the 

foreign currency and it when denom1nated in the domestic currency. Given the 

absence of uncertainty in our framework, domestic and foreign bonds are 

perfect substitutes and the open interest parity condition holds: 

(1) 

Ihe economy is a. monetary economy in the sense that all purchases of 

goods must be made using money; no direct barter transactions are allowed 

(presumably because of the prohibitive cost of achieving the so-called "double 

coincidence of wants" involved in barter). Furthermore, all goods must be 

paid for using the currency of the seller's country. Therefore all non

tradables purchases require that purchasers use domes tic money-il Domestic 
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demand for tradables, on the other hand, could give rise to a demand for 

domestic or foreign money depending on the source of tradeables supply. In 

aggregate, it is assumed that domestic residents demand foreign money only in 

periods when domestic demand for tradeables exceeds domestic production, 

implying a trade deficit. 

This specificationis, in short, the "S-system" described in the cash-

in-advance models popularized in the open-economy context by Lucas, Helpman 

and Razin among others.2! In this specification financial markets open at the 

beginni~g of the period so that agents can borrow the appropriate levels of 

domes tic and foreign money balances to carry out commodity market transactions 

in the current period.~ Also any superfluous money balances can be exchanged 

for interest earning assets. 

After the foregoing financial transactions (made with the benefit of 

perfect foresight regarding the upcoming commodity market transactions) are 

complete, production and sale of commodities occurs. It is not until the 

beginning of the following period that the income from the latter transactions 

is distributed to households or paid to the government in the form of (lump

sum) taxes.lJ 

A detailed discussion of the behavior of firms, households and the 

government follows. 

2.A. The Production Sector 

In each of the two period5, tradeables and nontradeable5 are produced 

using labor as the only variable factor of production. By assumption, the 

wage rate in the first period w1 i5 fixed.~ Tbe price of nontradeable5 at 

t = 1, p ,i5 also fixed and is above the market clearing level. 
nl --- . 

Hence 

firms find that domestic demand for nont·radeables falls short of notional 
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supply. Decause all output is nonstorable, nontradeables producers limit 

produetion to "fu1 ' the sales constraint implied by the level of aggregate 

demando 

In the long run Ct = 2) wage and priee flexibility insure that notional 

supply and demand for nontradeables are brought into equality; firms no longer 

face sales constraints. 

In both the short and long runs, domestic production of tradeable goods 

is unconstrained due to the small country assumption. Hence tradeables 

produceis continually operate on their notional supply curves implied by 

profit maximization. 

At t = 1, tradeables supply 1T1 depends positively on the real product 

wage Given that the price of nontradeables in periad 1, 

fixed and will be used as a numeraire below, it is convenient to note that 

in terms of nontradeables or the real exchange rate, and write YT1 as a 

positive funetion of P1 : 

(2) 

In periad 2 where full employment prevails, the outputs of both 

tradeables and nontradeables depend on the relative priee P2 in the usual 

fashion: 

(3) 

(4) v 
~n2 
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2.B. The Rousehold Sector 

!he representative consumer is assumed to have an additive time-

separabl~ utility function of the log-linear fo~: 

where O < a < 1 and 

6 is the constant time preference rate~ Cnt and eTt are the consumption oi 

nontradeables and tradeables respectively in period t. 

The individual must engage in financial transactions at the beginning of 

the peried in arder to secure enough domestic and foreign money to buy the 

desired quantities of nontradeables and tradeables during the periodJJj As 

mentioned aboye, it 1s assumea tnat gooas are paia for usíng the seller's 

currency. In equilibrium there wi11 be a domestic (foreign) demana tor 

foreign (domes tic) currency wnen the economy runs a balance of trade deficit: 

(surplus) • Hence, tne cash-in-aavance restrictions take the form: 

(7) t = 1, 2 

where are theaemands for domes tic and foreign money by household. 

~t is a binary variable that takes che value zero when there is a aomestic 

excess supply oi traaeables ana ene when there is an excess demana: 

o when 

(8) t = 1 ,2 . 

1 when 
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Provided the equilibrium interest rate is positive and there is no 

uncertainty, households w~ll hold money only for transaction purposes. They 

will not carry idle money balances forward froID one period to another. Thus 

(6) and (7) will hold with strict equality; we assume this to be the case 

throughout our analysis. 

In addition to (8), there ls a particular relationshlp among the 

A's in different periods which comes from the intertemporal budget constraint 

o: the economy. In a two period model, a balance of trade surplus today must 

be accompanied by a balance of trade defieit tomorrow of the same present 

value. Therefore, using expression (8) it m'.lst be the case that ~·l 

satisfy: 

(9) ;', 
1 

in equilibrium. 

and A 2 

At the beglnni.ng of the period , 1:he household obtains domestic and 

foreign money from fi.rms in the forro of after-tax income generated in the 

previ.ous period, plus any net inerease in borrowing denominated in either the 

domestic or forei.gn currency. Thi.s implies the following financial 

transations constraint: 

M*R + ME e t , t t 

(lO) 

+ (E + e B*) 
t tt 

t = 1, 2 

Assuming no superfluous borrowing occurs, (lO) holds with striet equálity. 

The initial supply of domestic moúey in the economy MO will be exactly 

equal to the amount paid out: by fir~s at the beginning of period 1: 

(p v + o V ' nO • nO - O • ro ) . Bt ana Rt * are domestic ana foreign currency borrowing 
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by households. It i5 aS5umed that there are no initial outstanding household 

debts CBO = BO* = O) and that all domestic arrd foreign debt i5 repaid at the 

end of period 2 (B 2 = B2* = O) Jlj 

2.C. The Governoent Sector 

For simplicity we assune the government purchases only nontradeable 

goods, financing these purchases by (lump-sum) taxes, debt or mouey 

creation. Like the private sector, the government is oound by the cash-in-

advance constraint that characterizes our monetary economy: 

( 11) P g < "!g 
nt t ··t t 1, 2 

where gt ls the nOútr-adeable output purchased by the government and 

Mg i. s the amount of money that the government has available to carry out suc.h 
t 

purchases. Equation (11) holds wlth equality if che goverIlLlent halds no 

excess mone.y balances, which would clearly be inefficient if ~~e interest rate 

on nonmonetary assets is positiva. 

At the beginning of the period, the government has to raise enough 

money--through tax collections (T t ), money creation (Xt ) arrd debe issues 

(Eg ) --to finance its desired purchases during the rest of the period, as 
t 

indicated by equation (11). The beginrring-of-period borrowing/lending 

required to obtain the appropriate am.ount of transactions balances far the 

govern:..-nent, given its tax revenue and new money creation, is given by the. 

~inancíal transactions constraint: 

(12) ~g 
• t t = 1, 2 
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Equation (12) holds with striet equality if there is no superfluous 

b . 131 
or.row~ng __ 

It is assumed that the g07ernment levies taxes at the beginning of the 

periodo Benee they must be paid out of factor incomes generated in the 

previous periodo 'Ihis tax ::evenue plus the amount of money created and the 

proceeds from net borrowing at time t, i.e., (B t g 

the government with money for current transactions 

In what foilows, it is assU2ed that the initial stock oE government 

bonds outstanding 1s zero (5~ = O). ¡·¡"hen (11) and (12) hold with striet 

equal1ty (as efficiency requires). the follcwing intertemporal budget 

constraint emerges: 

( 13) 

Tne terminal cond1tion E~= O has been imposed in obtaÍ!lÍng (13), imply1ng 

that all goverr~ent debt is fully repaid at the end of the last periodo 

Equatiori (13) reflects the fact that since the interest rate that applies to 

the government and hauseholds 1s the same, and since taxes are lump-sum, the 

Ricardian Equiyalence proposition holds in this modelo In what follows, 

therefore, tax/bond financing oI government spending have identical economíc 

effects ana will be lumped together under taxes. 

2.D. Foreign Sector 

Since foreigners have an iafinítely elastic demand-supply fer trade

ables, their demand for domestic money (M~) i5 positive only when they are 

running a trade deficit: 
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(14) t .. 1, Z 

where At is defined by (8) and (9). 

3. Market Equilibrium 

The use of the open interest parity condition in (1) allows equations 

(6) - (10) to be combined to form a single, overall budget constraint for the 

household (provided all of the weak inequalities hold as strict equalities as 

assumed above): 

( 15) 

That is, the present value of private spending equals initial wealth net of 

the present value of tax obligations. Appendix 1 shows that in equilibrium 

and after internalizing the government budget constraint, the overall 

household budget constraint can be reduced to the following nonmonetary form: 
1 

(Pnl Cn1 + el CT1 ) + l+i (PnZCnZ + e ZCT2 ) .. 

( 16) 

(y ) y + __ 1 __ [(Y ) Y] W = Pn1 nl - gl + el T1 l+i PnZ n2 - gz + eZ TZ .. O • 

Expression (16) sta tes that the present value of private spending equals the 

present value of privately disposabie domes tic output~ This allows a very 

simple treatment of the household optimization problem, as shown by Helpman 

[1981]: maximization of (5) subject to (6)-(10) reduces to the prob1em of 

choosing a {Cnt' CTt } sequence that maximizes (5) subject to (16). Once the 

equilibrium intertemporal profile of consumption is obtained, the household's 

"desired" demand for domes tic and foreign monies can be determined recursively 

using (6) and (7) as shown in Appendix 11. !he household's commodity demand 
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functions, which appear in the equilibrium- conditions below, are also derived 

there. 

Nontradeable Sector 

In the first period where Pn1 and the wage rate are assumed to be 

inflexible, the level of output in the nontradeable secto= is demand 

determined (denoted by a bar over Ynl ): 

(17) 

In the second period (representing the long run) , Walrasian equilibrium is 

assumed to prevail: 

The wealth term Wo in the household demand functions is defined 1n (16) 

above. 

Domest1c Money Market 

Under the S-system, aggregate (world) demand for domestic money just 

equals the value of domestic output (see Append1x 1) •. Thisreflects the 

quantity theory of money with th~ unitary veloc1ty of circulation that 1s 

inherent in the cash-in-advante spec1fication. Equating domes tic money supply 

and money demand in each period yields the monetary equilibrium 

condi tions:J:2! 

(19) 
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(20) 

Equations (1) and (16)-(20) determine six endogenous variables: 

i, el' eZ' Pn2' Yn1 , and Wo for given levels of the exogenous variables: 

i*, Pnl' gl' gz' MO' Xl' XZ' and TI' (T2 is endogenously determined so as 

to satisfy the government's intertemporal. budget constraint). 

The Balance of Trade 

Recall that the domestic economy is ass~ed to be small in the world 

market for tradeable goods. Once the above-mentioned endogenous variables 

have been determined, therefore, the balance of trade 16 / in periods 1 and 2 

can be found using the standard definition: 

(21) BT l 

(22) 

1 + o Wo 
YT1(P 1) - (1 - a) ---

2 + o el 

W 
O 

e;' 

It is easy to show that the equilibrium values of the trade balance in the two 

periods must have a present value of zero: 

(23) Q. 

This is just the economy-wide intertemporal budget constraint. 

Solving the Model 

In arder to understand the cOl'lparative static results .that follow, it is 

helpful to have a simple way of characterizing the model's equilibrium. One 

tractable method that yields a neat geometric presentation 1s che following: 
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First, substitute (21) and (22) into (23) to obtain an expression for wealth: 

(24) 

Tnis expression holds for equilibrium values of the relative prices 

and only (whereas the definition of in (15) holds for all 

relative prices). 

The expressien fer wealth in (24) enables the nontradeables market 

equilibrium conditions for t = 1 and 2 to be rewritten in terms ef the 

relative price of tradeables in terms of nontradeables in the two periods: 

(25) f nl 

(26) 

From (26) we can obtain the implicit equilibrium relative price in the second 

peried as a function of g2 and conditional on PI: 

(27) P 2 

where 
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Substituting this perfect foresight function for P2 into the period 1 

equilibrium in (25), it i5 clear that nontradeables output depends on 

(28) '7 
• 1 n ... 

and 

+ + + 
Yn1 (PI' P2(P 1 , g2)' gl) 

where it can be shown that 

(29) 

i5 unambiguously positive (See Appendix 111). Thus the demand-determined 

level of nentradebales output in period I depends negatively on its price, 

even after accounting ror the effects of the own-price change on expected 

future prices and their feedback effects into current demando Consequently 

the goods market equilibrium locus relating y 
nI and after accountíng 

rer the endogenous response of second-period relative prices P2' is 

positively sloped.l2J This locus is shown as GG in Figure l. 

The effects of government spending in t = 1 and 2 on GG are easily 

determined from (28), or equivalently (25) and (27). An increase in 

government expenditure at t = 1 cause an equal rightward shift in GG: 

( 30) 1. 

Increases in future goverr~ent spending on nontradeables, on che cther hand, 

cause a fall in the future relative.price .or tradeables 92 via (27). This, 

in turn, reduces aggregate demand for nontradeables--and he::lce output 
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Yn1--in period l. Thus increases in g2 shift the GG locus to the left: 

(31) 
aYn1 

jGG 

H n1 ap2 
< O 

eg2 oP2 dg 2 
, 

(+) (- ) 

implying a lower nontradeables output Yn1 at each current-period relative 

price P1, It is unclear whether aYn1/ag2 exceeds or falls short of unity 

(is 3Ynl/2g2 ~ 3Ynl /ag 1). 

In order to complete the determination of the nontradeables 

market equilibriurn must be accompanied by money market equilibrium. Rewriting 

current-period monetary equilibrium (19) in terms of PI yields: 

(32) 
Yu1 + PI YT1(P 1)· 

+ 

1'hi5 equation indicates a negative relationship between nontradeables output 

Yn1 and PI' showTl as }-f!·f in Figure l. That is, increases in 

Yn1 (which raise money ¿emand ceteris paribus) must be accompan1ed by 

reductions in (which reduce money demand), if money demand is to rema in 

equal to che unchanged level of money supply. 

Increases in the money supply cause rightward shífts of the M}! curve 

equal to: 

ay 
1 

( 33) 
nl \. ¡ M}' -a x, 

Pnl ... l' . 

This result 1s important feJr the discussion in Section 4 below. It implies 

that money-financed 1ncreases in gl 101111 shift the GG and MM curves to the 

right by exactly the same amount, 
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The intersection of GG and MM in Figure 1 shows graphically the 

equilibrium values of Ynl and PI' which solve (17) and (19) after using 

(18) to solve out for the perfect foresight level of future relative prices 

(27). Parenthetically, it should be noted that future-period monetary 

equilibrium (20) has no effect on the equilibrium values of Ynl , PI or P2 • 

It determines recursively the long-run price level Pn2 along well-known 

classical dichotomy lines. 

Once the equilibrium values (PI' Ynl ). are found, it is straightforward 

to find the trade balance at t = l. It depends positively on PI and 

negatively on P2' as can be confirmed by substituting for Wo in (21) using 

(24): 

(34) 

Alternatively can be expressed in terms of and by using 

from (27) to eliminate in (34). Increases in 

improve BT l , both directly and via P2' Increases in future government 

expenditure g2 have a positive partial effect on BTl in (34), because they 

cause P2 to fallo 

4. Fiscal Policy and the Current Account 

With the foregoing description of the model, a number of interesting 

policy exercises can be performed. Consider a temporary increase in 

government spending (dg l > O, dg 2 = O) financed by taxes~ From (28) it is 

clear that there is now an excess demand for nontradeables in the first period 

at the initial real exchange rate (PI) • Thus an increase in the production 

of first period nontradeables (a rightward shift in the GG locus in Figure 2) 



o 

o 
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, g:l 
/:J 
'" 
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is required to restore goods market equilibrium. !he money market locus MM 

remains unchanged in the tax-finance case since the quantity of money is 

unaffected. Hence the rise in nontradeables output, which raises money demand 

in (32), must be accompanied by an exchange appreciation (dP 1 < O) to 

maintain equilibrium in the goods and money markets. Even when second-period 

interactions through future price 'expectations P2 are allowed, these effects 

still take place. Recall (27)-(28). 

rhe new equilibrium after the increases in gl is at point 2 in Figure 

2. First-period nontradeable output has increased and the real exchange rate 

has appreciated. !his drop in the relative price of tradeab1es increases net 

domes tic demand for tradeables. Hence the current account worsens in the 

first period (and improves correspondingly in the second period). See (34) to 

confirm this. 

If the increase in first-period government spending is ~ financed, 

the same logic as before justifies the rightward shift of the GG locus. Now, 

however, the money market locus is also affected. !he monetary financing 

creates an excess supply of money, necessitating an increase in nontradeab1es 

output (Yn1 ) to maintain monetary equilibrium at the initial real exchange 

rateo !hat is, the ~~ locus shifts to the right. !he horizontal shifts in 

the GG and MM loci are of the same magnitude (equal to dg1 ), as we 

emphasized in discussing (33) above. So the n€w equilibrium is at point 3 in 

Figure 2. in the money-finance case. Intuitively, the government provides 

enou¡h liquidity to fully accomodate the increased demand for money it 

induces. Hence no exchange rate appreciation is required. This is a kind of 

"Haavelmo deficit multiplier" where the only effect of an increase in the 

budget deficit is an equal increase in first-period nontradeables output. 19/ 
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The current account (34) is unaffected by the increase in gl since 

neither today's or tomorrow's real' exchange rata is affected. This result 

obviously stands in stark contrast to the presumption that fiscal deficits 

will worsen the current account. 

Next consider an exp.ected increase in future government spending. This 

ls expected to create a future excess demand for nontradeables, thereby 

requiring a drop in the second-period relative price of tradeables, (PZ). Othar 

things equal, this creates an excess supply of first-period nontradaables. 

Hence the increase in shifts the GG schedule leftwards as shown in Figure 

3. Since the first-period monetary equilibrium locus MX is not altered, the 

current exchange rate Pl must depreciate to restore equilibrium at point Z 

in Figure 3. 

At the new equilibrium, the first-period relative price of tradeables 

has increased. Both this effect and the reduction in the expectad future 

exchange rate induced by the rise in gz (via (Z7» contribute to an 

improvement in the current account (34). 

rt is noteworthy that in the case on an expected future increase in 

government spending (dg l = O, dg 2 > O) , the economy's real variables are 

affected in exactly the same way regardless of whether the government spending 

is money or tax financed. This is so in our model because (1) taxes, being 

lump-sum, have no effect on households' labor-leisure choice and (Z) the 

velocity of circulation is fixed at unity in the cash-in-advance specification 

of money demando The inflation tax is in effect a lump-sum tax here. 

Interestingly enough, therefore, the Ricardian equivalence property extends to 

the monetized portion of the public debt during the Walrasian-equilibrium 
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period (t=2) where the classical dichotomy holds. Only the level of future 

government spending matters; its financing is irrelevant. 

Table 1 summarizes the complete results of the 8.bove-mentioned policy 

experiments. The last two rows consider the case of an increase in current 

government spendi~g that is expected to continue tomorrow (dg l = dg Z > G~der -

different forros of financing. Since it is a simple combination of the aboye 

mentioned experiments, it needs little additional explanation. The most 

interesting point here is that a permanent increase in government spending 

that is money financed in the first perio~ actually improves the first

period current account irrespective of the relationshlp between the time 

preference rate and the discount rateo 

A very simple interpretation of these resu~ts can be based on the 

exp~ession for domesti~ wealth in equilibrium in (24). Life-cycle theories of 

consumption tell us that individuals want to smooth out consumption over 

time. This implies savings fluctuations in response to shocks affecting the 

intertemporal profile of disposable income. In the case of our small open 

economy, we can think of 

representing the intertemporal pro file of disposable income. The fifth and 

seventh columns of Table 1, indicate that: 

o a current increase in government spending on nontradeables which is tax 

financed increases future tradeables production and decreases it 

currently. Consequently, private disposable income is now relatively 

higher in the future, causing the economy to dissave today by running a 

current account deficit. In the money-finance case, on the other hand, 

the intertemporal disposable income profile is not changed so there is 

no current account effect. 
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o ~~ expected future increase in goverr~ent spending (money or tBX 

financed) increases current tradeables production and reduces future 

tradeables production. Consequently, private disposable incorne ls now 

relatively higher in the presento So the economy saves today, giving 

rise to a current aecount surplus. 

5. Conclusions 

On the basis of the analysis in this paper, it appears ehat in studying 

the effects of government spenciing on current account developments, one should 

carefully examine: 

a. how is it financed, 

b. whether it is perceived by tbe public as a short or long lasting 

event, 

c. whether it takes place in an econorny characterized by :ull 

employment or noto 

The speeific results of our policy analyses, of course, depend at least to 

some extent on the key features trrat drive our modelo Th.ese include: 

additive, time-separable utility function with log-linear instantaneous 

I . \ 
,l¡ 

utility within each periodo Ibis eli!l:.inates a number of confounding eross-

the 

pric.e effeets that would complicate our comparati'le statics; (ii) the strong 

Q.cardian equivalence implications that typify intertemporal optimization 

models of the type employed here; (iii) the perfe<:t foresighr: assumption, 

although sorne relaxation of this assumption (along the lines suggested in 

[ootnote (17) leaves our results intact; and finally (i\') the assumption that 

wages and the price of nontradeables are sticky in the short runo Ihis leads 

to a breakdown of the classical dichotomy in the short, but not the long, runo 
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At the theoretieal level, our conelusions can be eompared to those 

reaehed both by ad-hoc sticky-priee rational expectations models and by the 

new intertemporal models of the currrent aceount. Ihe ad-hoc stieky-priee 

rational expeetations models (¿escribed, e.g., in Branson and Buiter, 1983) 

pre¿iet that under flexible exchange rates a permanent tax-finaneed increase 

in government spending worsens the current aecount, while a money-financed 

budget defieit may worsen or improve the current aecount .. Our model predicts 

just the opposite: a permanent tax-fin¡';ed increase in government spending 

can improve or worsen the current aceount, while a money-finaneed defieit 

necessarily improves it. 

The new intertemporal walrasian-equilibrium models (i.e., Saehs (1982) 

Frenkel and Razin (1984»)prediet that tax financed transitory increases in 

government spending always worsen the current aeeount. A permanent increase, 

on the other.hand, has no clear-eut effect. Our model shows these conclusions 

remain valid when the intertemporal general equilibrium models are extended to 

allow for short-run Keynesian unemployment in a monetary framework. Further-

more in extending the modern approaeh to allow for monetization of the debt, 

we find that a transitory increase in government spending leaves the current 

account unaffeeted, while a permanent increase in government spending always 

improves it. In this respeet our conclusions are also ¿ifferent from those 

obtained in nonmonetary intertemporal Keynesian unemployment models (van 

Wijnbergen (1984). 



., 
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A':l"'Oendix ! 

Derivation cf the ~ousehol¿s !~te~e~oral 
Eud~e~ Cc~s~ra~~~ ~= ~cuilibri~ 

Adding-up over till:e (usi::lg "'::'e e~a!.':'ty fOr::l) expressions (6) a!ld. 

(la) separatelj, and set~!ng t:'~ equal to each other yields: 

(.U.l) 

-.. b.icb. si=pll~ies to e;t?ression (15) i:t the text: 

(,U.2) 

N'ext, a.ggregate :::oney ¿e!!!.2.Ild in each pericd C~~ oe ~itten as tb.e 

su:¡ o~ 

dCI:.es"t:.(! 

(Al.3) 

tb.e ¿omestie 

=cney pbs t"'''' 

uD 
··'t = ~: + :~ 

lo ... 

private (1-1~) 

foreig:l ¿e::a.nd 

and ¡lUclle (~1~) de=.ands for 

tor dc~s"t,ic mney (~:): ... 

... V' 
-t .... !'t + 

t=1,2 
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In equilibriu:, =.oney su-p-ply e~uals aggregate :::oney de:::and: 

(Al.4) 

vhere 

t 

Mt = Sia + I X 
j=l j 

The right-'c.and s:!.de o! e~res s:'en (..\.1 .2) can ':le ::"e""-:-:' tten , 

f'ollow-i=lg E:el~-::.a.=. - -

Using ex;ression (Al.4) f'or each pe~od Jiel¿s: 

(AJ..6) (1 , , Iv ,l+i - .. ) "·0 + 

(Al.7) 

Tlleref'ore: 

CU.8 ) 

(.U.9) 
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Substituting into (Al.5) yields 

vhich is the right-h~~d side of ex;ression (16) in the texto 

Substituting into ex;ressicn (Al.2) 7ield~ e~ressicn (16) in the texto 
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A1:l1::endix II 

!he ~cusehel¿ Oo~~zatien Problem: 
Tb.e De::!2.Ild tor Coceds ~d ~ney 

!he ti=e-separability p~pe:ty of tb,e inte:te~oral utility 

runc~ion cou~led .~th the cash-in-advance s~ecif1cat1on allovs the 

solution af t~e ~ousehold i~te~e~oral opti=ization ~~ble= to ~roceed 

l. !n S'tage ene, t!:,~ ncusecol¿ dete:-::.L~es the OIJ"t--f -,..... al.lccation 

ot ex;en¿it~e ac~ss t~e ~~~ ~~~!ods. 

2. the hcusehold allocates the each ~eriod's 

eX?endit~-e be~;een tradeables and nontradeab1es. 

~e household tb,en deter:ines hov =ch domes~ic and foreig:¡. 

1llOney 15 necessa..-.r at tb,e beginn.!..::lg of tb,e C'.J.rrent pe:dod in 

order to 001' tne C!losen ~uantities tradeables and 

oontradeables at prevail.!..::lg prices. 

~r~bl~ r~d~ces to: 

(..\2.1) v = [a. .2:l C , + (!. - a) .2:l C 21 n_ !l 

1 
+ 1 + <5 fa .2:l C1l2 + (1 - a) 

subject to: 



1 
+ 'l+'i 

, + <5 

Zl = ; + o '';0 

(A2.4) 

(.~. 5) Pnl 
,.. ::z a. z~ '"'nJ. j. 

(A2.6) el Cm-! :: (1 - a)Zl ... ~ 

(A2.7) Pn2Cu2 
:: ex Z2 

(.<\2.8) e 2 C - == (1 - a)Z2 T2 

, • '10 _ + e 
= C1 -----

2 + o -:l 1 
-::1_ 

= O. - a) 
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(-o ,.,c ') + 
-:1", :1_ 

e .... C~,,) 
<:: --

=w O 



(A2.11) 

1 ... i ~,.;O 
C':'2= (1 - a) -----';': 2 + ¿¡ e,.. 

G:. 
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~~c~ions ~j ho~sehol¿s a:e ~eadily obt~ed by using t~e above 

i=. the --;ex-: fer 

':ot!:l. pe:-iads. 
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An':)endix TII 

Technical retails 

A. Derivation ot exact e~ression for (27) L; t~e ~n text: Second-

period equil!bri~ i= t~e nontradeables good market is given by 

expression (26) ~ the texto Totally differentiating yields: 

3Yn2 ~ "l+i* 1 
aP2 d~2::: 1-'1 2+0 {[:~ (~) + 1+i.* Y-:2(¡J2) J dP2 

a'4, , 3Y'T'? 
.;. ¡J2 (ap~- d"l + l:i* 3;; l} + dg2 

Rearranging: 

(A3 .2) 

(A3.2) csn al.so be e~ressed. as: 

..,here 

expression (27) ~ the texto 
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3. Shovi~~ that eX'Dression (29) in tce teX't 15 U!l2Zbi~.:.ously 

"Oositive. 3y looking at express!.on (25), it is clear t1:at a.ll '.;e 1:: .. 2."re 

to sh~~ is that t1:e te~ ~ s~ared brackets de~e=¿s posit!.vely on ~l. 

Taking t1:e tot-' "<_f'""_, erential of {Y (p) + _1_ v ("')'¡ '.le - .. +. 
~ ~ Tl 1 l+i* -T2 ~2 o-~· 

(A3.4) 

tne ¿g2 cocponent yiel¿s: 

(."'-3.5) 

or 

(."'-3.6) 
ay",., 

[1. 
ay'!'? ~ 

~ 1 
P2] ap~ ... -= 1:. 

2+0 d~ , 3P2 ~ "l-a. 

(+) 

e:c¡lress!.on (."'-3-.6) i3 positive or negative. ' .. e =uJ.ti:;')lj a.ll its 

I 
cot::ponents:rr A (Notice tha.t sbee A < O , this cha:!ges the si~ of 

t1:e expression). 
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(A3.8 ) 

:?Csitive. Con3e~ue:rtl:r, ex;;ressicn (29) in ti:.e -:ex-t :"5 l!..=az:.biO-1ouslJ" 

positive alSO. 
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Footnetes 

Helpful com~e!1.ts from participants in che S'=anfo:-d Universi-::y 
International Xacro ~orksh6p are gretefully ackno~ledged. 

See especially the pronouncements of the Cambridge Economic Policy Group 
in British contexto Cripps and C~dley (1976). 

2/ See Vinals and Cuddington (198 4 a) (I'984b) for sorne evide:lce. 

l! Other disequilibrium regimes considered in the literature (c.f. 

4/ 

5/ 

6/ 

7/ 

Cuddington-Johansson-Lofgren, 1984) are not discussed here so as to 
avoid being unduly taxanomic. 

wnat i8 important ís not the currency of invoice but the ultimate 
currency in which the suppliers want to receive payrnent. Furthennore, 
in what follows it does not matter whether it i5 the buyer or seller 
that enters the foreign exchange market in order to meet this demand for 
the specific currency required by the seller. 

A.rt alternative specification is the "B-system" ~here che sellers require 
that all transactions be paid far using the buyer's home currency. See 
Helpman and Razin (1981) for a comparison. 

Implicitly, labor market transactions are credit transactions, which do 
not require cash-in-advance. 

The careful reader w11l note here that the length of one payrnent cycIe 
in the cash-in-advance specification is presumably much shorter than the 
length of the periods defined earlier as the "short run and the long 
run" en the basis of whecher wage-price fIexibility does or does not 
prevail. It would be mere precise, but would leave our conclusions 
unaffected, to assume that a large but fixed number ef payrnent cycles 
occurred in each ef the two periods, the short run and the long runo 
The short run would then contein a number of identical fix-price 
equilibrium payrnent cycles. !he long run would contain a number of 
identical ~alrasian equilibrium payment cycles. 

~ For simpIicity, the 8ame wage appIies in both sectors. This is 
unimportfu"t for what follows. 

9/ 

101 

See Barro and King [1982] on the restrictiens i711plied by time-separable 
utility functions. Note that neither government spending nor leisure 
enters the utility function of the representative consumer in our modelo 

See Obstfeld [1981] for a discussion of the convenience of having a 
constant or a variable time preference rateo 
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~/ See Svensson [1983b] and Helpman and Razin [1982] for the iTIplicati ns 
of varying the timing of transactions. Recent developments to prov de a 
"precautionary" and "store oi value" demand for IDoney in intertempo al 
cIosed ancl open economy models include: Grossman and ~'¡eiss [1982], 
Helpman and Razin [1982], Rotemberg [1983], Ainzenman [1983) and 
Svensson [1983b]. 

12/ 

12/ 

As Persson (1982 fn. 8) notes, "The careful reader might wonde:- why t:c.e 
household would work at all in the second and last period when there :s 
no opportunity oE spending the :ncome. This problem is a consequence aL 
the simplified two-period structure; it disappears in an infinite 
horizon framework." 

It is assumed that the government does not issue foreign-currency debt. 

Comparing expressions (15) and (16), it. should be noted that initial 
money holdings disappear and the second period incorne appears for the 
first time in (16). Intuitively, in a cash-in-advan.:e e.:onomy, money is 
on1y useful as a means of effecting transactions. Per se, it do es not 
change che overall consumpt:on possibility set of the econorny over cime. 
However, initial net holdings of foreign assets if we had allowed them 
to be nonzero would affect consumption choices, sin.:e debts have to be 
peid .off. 

Domestic demand for foreign money is recursively determined be.:ause ~he 

domestic economy is small in that market. Hence it can be ignored here. 

~/ Because the economy' s ini tial holdings of foreign assets equal zero, the 
balance of trade and the current account are the same in the first 
perlod. 

JJj 

.l'3.../ 

19/ 

With static (p, constant) or regressive expectations 
(O < 3P2 /3 p 1< 1) rather than the perfect foresight assumption in (27), 
the CG locus would be flatter. That is, the derivative in (29) would 
have a larger positive value • 

Due to the fact that Ricardian equivalence holds :n our model, it does 
not matter whether the taxes are levied today or instead the goverr~ent 
borrows today and repays the debt (with interese) in the long run by 
taxing the private sector. 

Interestingly, van Wijnbergen (1983) obtains a multiplier of one for the 
tax/bond finance case in a non-monetary modelo In our monetary model, 
the multiplier in the tax finance case ~S less than one due to the 
endogenous adjustment of the exchange rateo !he money-finance case 
yields the unity multiplier. 

~ Recall that the financing method in the second period is irrelevant. 
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